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PalletSaw (Please click here to see the video)
Our PalletSaw doesn’t need much introduction anymore. So we list the features once more
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Cekamon PalletSaw for regaining your own production wood
Reuse of old pallets services the sustainability of your company
Since the founding of CekamonSaws BV over 500 machines are sold all over
Europe
Always delivered with full CE certificate, since 1993!
The speed of the saw table is continuously adjustable.
The machine is ideally suited to both dismantling and repair of pallets
Pushing or pulling pallets trough the machine, both possible

BUT
CekamonSaws BV is so much more than the PalletSaw!!!!
For example, we also build custom made sorting- and repair lines. In this process of
designing and building you as customer are the focus in the joint search to the right solution
Just a selection out of the more than 70 projects that we already realized

Strapper
A sorting line in Finland is capable of
strapping 2 stacks of pallets 60 x 80 cm in
once

Buffer
A sorting line in Finland is equipped with a
buffer that reduces the reloading time of the
PalletTipper to 0
Please click here or on the photo to see the
video

Sawing with a Robot
A combined sorting and repair line in
Switzerland with a robot sawing the pallets
automatically
Please click here or on the photo to see the
video

MPSL
A sorting line in the Netherlands capable of
sorting 30 different kind of pallets
Please click here or on the photo to see the
video

Sorting Platform
A combined sorting and repair line in Austria
makes it possible to sort 5 different qualities
on our Sorting Platform
Please click here or on the photo to see the
video

Introducing
Recently we started to introduce Cekamon employees in our newsletters so you will have a
face behind the name. In this newsletter we introduce

Rick Dollekamp
Rick started his job at CekamonSaws in
2009. It is likely that you already know him,
because when you call us it him that
answers the phone. I other words, he is the
first point of contact. Furthermore Rick is in
charge of sales of all of our products and
everything that goes with it. So also
shipments of the materials you’ve ordered. If
you have any questions for Rick, just contact
us.

Employees
Recently we hear more often that it is hard to hire employees or keep them in your
company. We often hear that employees are no longer interested in or willing to do the
tough labour of the pallet industry. This, of course among many other reasons, makes it hard
to get the job done. We as CekamonSaws made it our goal to make the work in the pallet
industry easier. Do you recognize yourself in this staff issue, maybe we can participate in
finding a solution

For more information or a quote please contact us.
We are happy to answer your questions.
Click on the button

Cekamon Saws BV
Kalkoenweg 40
NL 3851 SC ERMELO
info@cekamonsaws.nl
www.cekamonsaws.nl
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